Introduction
A computer virus is a manmade destructive computer program or code. It is generally loaded onto a computer system without the knowledge of the user and causes unauthorized and unwanted changes to the components of the computer or to the information stored on the computer. However, virus is not the only type of malware that causes problem to the computer users. There are also other types of malware, such as, worms, trojans, spyware etc. But generally all of them are called as virus for convenience.
There are different types of viruses and their characteristics, patterns and behaviors are all different. However, each virus has at least two fundamental characteristics, first, it is executable, second, it replicates itself. Without these two basic characters no virus can survive. Different types of viruses cause different types of damages or disturbances in a computer system. Some viruses alter or destroy data on the disk, some of them scramble the characters on video display screen, some others display misleading messages to users and some may consume computer/ network resources thereby making the computer/ network slow.
A virus infects other programs generally by attaching itself to those programs. Virus can transmit from one computer to another just by using an infected file or an infected disk. Some viruses are capable of transmitting themselves across networks and bypassing security systems. As it remains in the hard disk (and other permanent storage media) it never goes even if the power is turned off.
Types of virus infections
There are several patterns of virus infections. Some viruses append themselves to the host program and modify the header of the original host so that the execution will begin at the virus rather than the host. Some viruses add themselves at the beginning of the host program. These are the two simple infection patterns where the original program code remains in one single block even after viral infection.
However not every infection is so simple. Some infection patterns are much more complicated. The overwriting viruses overwrite a portion of the host program and modify the header of the host so as to begin execution inside the virus. This pattern is dangerous as the original program is likely to suffer permanent damage. Modified overwriting viruses write themselves at the beginning, end and other places in the original program. There are also complicated modified overwriting viruses who scrambles and overwrites the original host in various different ways and make them useless.
Methods of virus detection
There is no single method that is capable of detecting all kinds of viruses. Hence, the anti-virus programs follow several different methods to detect the viruses. Although signature scanning is the most popular method of detecting viruses it cannot detect new and unknown viruses. Heuristic scanning is capable of detecting new viruses but involves complicated algorithm and demands more system resources. Thus each method has its own strengths and weaknesses. All methods do not work for all kinds of viruses. A combination of all these methods may successfully detect all kinds of viruses.
Some of the important methods of detecting viruses are the following:
⇛ Signature scanning -scanning each file for extracted bytes (or signature) form the virus. ⇛ Integrity checking -checking a file with its backup copy. If the file is found altered then it is suspected as infected. ⇛ Heuristic scanning -heuristic scanning does not scan for an exact signature but scans for a virus like code. ⇛ Activity monitoring -checking for any abnormal behavior of a program.
What is signature scanning
Simple computer viruses copy themselves to each executable files they infect. These types of viruses replicate an identical copy of themselves byte-by-byte each time it infects a new file. These types of viruses can be easily detected by searching a specific string of bytes, called "virus signature", that has been extracted from the virus.
A virus signature is a sequence of bytes that may be found in a virus program code but unlikely to be found elsewhere. A signature has to be very carefully extracted as a wrong signature may detect uninfected files as infected. Extracting a "virus signature" is a skillful job and generally done by an anti-virus researcher after carefully analyzing an infected file or viral body.
A signature scanning is not only capable of detecting simple viruses it can also detect encrypted viruses. An encrypted virus comprises a decryption routine and an encrypted viral body. When the virus is executed first the decryption routine gains control. The decryption routine decrypts the encrypted viral body and transfers control to the decrypted viral body. Then the decrypted viral body does its mischief. However, these types of viruses can also be detected by searching for a signature from the unchanging decryption routine.
How does signature scanning work
After finding the signature of a virus, the signature is stored in the signature database of the anti-virus software. When anti-virus program scans a target program, such as, executable file, boot record, documents files with macros etc. it searches to detect the presence of that signature. If the signature is found then the target program is deemed infected, otherwise the target program is considered uninfected.
Advantages of signature scanning
Signature scanning is the most popular method of virus scanning and is adopted by all anti-virus programs. The main advantages of signature scanning is as follows:
⇛ Simple logic -if a signature is found then the file is deemed to be infected otherwise not. ⇛ Requires no complicated engine -a simple search engine is capable of detecting the virus. ⇛ As the engine is simple it consumes less memory and system resources. ⇛ A large number of viruses (say 80%) can be detected by this method.
Limitations of signature scanning
Although signature scanning is the most popular method of detecting viruses its worse drawback is that it cannot detect any virus whose signature is not there in the signature database. As there will always be a time lag between virus creation and inclusion of that virus signature in the signature database, the method is not capable of detecting new and unknown viruses. The other disadvantage is that the user has to update the signature database regularly in order to deal with the latest viruses.
Overcoming limitations of signature scanning
As we discussed above signature scanning is one of the most simple and widely used methods of detecting viruses. It is necessary to improve its features and remove its drawbacks in order to make it more reliable and effective. The limitations of signature scanning and various methods to improve its capabilities are as below.
Time lag between virus creation and detection
One of the worst drawbacks of signature scanning is that it cannot detect new and unknown viruses. This is because the method requires the signature of the virus to be included in the virus definition database before scanning and there is generally a substantial time lag between the virus creation and distribution of virus signature database. Before the updated signatures are distributed world wide, a new virus can spread and cause damage without being detected.
For example, when a new virus appears, the infected file is first sent to an antivirus company. Then the anti-virus experts in the anti-virus company analyze the infected file and find the pattern or "signature" of the virus. Then the signature of that virus is updated in the signature database of that anti-virus software and distributed to the customers of that anti-virus software. Then the customers scan each individual file to find the signature of that virus.
This whole process can take at least several days. During this period of signature extraction, distribution and scanning, the viruses get enough time to spread and cause substantial damage. Thus the method of signature scanning is not useful to control new viruses or tackle virus outbreaks.
Ideal Final result:
• There should be no (or minimum) time gap between virus creation and signature distribution.
Possible Solution:
⇛ The above drawback of signature scanning can be overcome by automatically generation of virus signatures and building virus database at the client computer (Patent 6338141).
⇛ The limitations of signature scanning can be overcome by using generic methods of detecting virus, such as, heuristic scanning (Principle-6: Universality).
Time and resource required for scanning
As the number of viruses increase, the number of their signatures also increases. This increases the size of the signature database and increases the scanning time. With thousands of possible virus types and hundreds of gigabytes of file storage, a scanning operation is likely to exceed the acceptable limits.
When the user wants to open any file, the file takes long time to open because the file has to be scanned before passing the handle to the user application. A larger signature database and higher number of scanning algorithms may delay the process even to get a timeout error.
If a virus scanner includes less number of algorithms then there is possibility of some viruses being escaped. On the other hand if it includes all possible algorithms then the scanning process will become unbearably slow. We want to run more algorithms in order to detect all types of viruses, but at the same time we don't want more algorithms in order to finish the scanning operation fast.
Ideal Final result:
• A typical virus scanning should take no (or minimal) time.
• No file should be detained for scanning when it is required to be opened.
Possible Solutions:
⇛ A file should have been scanned much before it is supposed to be opened by a user so that the file is not detained for scanning just before it is opened (Principle-10: Prior Action).
⇛ Once a file is scanned to be virus free, it should not be scanned again and again in subsequent scanning sessions (Principle-21: Skipping). This can save a lot of scanning time and make the scanning faster.
⇛ Patent 5684875 (invented by Hans Ellenberger, Nov 1997) suggests to avoid running all the detection algorithms at a time which could take long time to scan. It suggests to select only one or a few algorithms to run each time the scanner is loaded, either randomly or by some other selection criteria. Even if a virus could not be detected by a few of these detection algorithms, the chance for its survival is very low as it could be detected by another algorithm.
⇛ Patent 7036147 (invented by Hursey, assignee McAfee, April 2006) discloses a method of accelerated scanning by reading the data in a separate thread while the main thread is busy scanning the pre-read data.
The invention executes two threads in parallel, a first thread to read the data and a second thread for scanning the data. The first thread of operation is executed in parallel with the second thread in such that while a first portion of the data is being scanned, a second portion of the data to be scanned is being read and cached. This method avoids the delay caused by disk read operations.
Problem of repetitive scanning
A typical anti-virus system scans the same files again and again repeatedly in every scanning session although the files have never been used by anybody in between the scans. This process of repetitive scanning unnecessarily wastes a significant amount of time and system resources.
Ideal Final Result:
• Ideally once a file is scanned and deemed to be virus-free it should not be scanned again.
Possible solution:
⇛ Many anti-virus programs maintain last scan status information and don't scan a file unless its content is changed since the previous scan.
Problem of scanning compressed files
While scanning for virus signatures, the compressed files need to be uncompressed before searching for the signature strings. But this method of uncompressing becomes problematic, if a virus produces highly compressed versions of large files intentionally knowing that the anti-virus will have to decompress the file in order to scan for virus within it. In such a case the antivirus program uses extensive amount of physical/ virtual memory and affects the performance of the computer.
Ideal Final result:
• The zipped files should have some kind of virus resistance and should not be infected by any virus.
• The zipped files themselves should indicate whether they are infected with viruses.
Possible Solutions:
⇛ To overcome the above problem, many anti-virus scanning systems introduce a time-out mechanism in the scanning operation. For example, if the scanning of a file takes more time than a pre-determined period then the scanning of that file is aborted.
Problem of updating signature database
Updating the signature database is very critical for signature scanning. This is because the viruses whose signatures are not there in the signature database will not be detected during signature scanning. Hence, the signature database has to be updated both by the anti-virus company and then by the anti-virus customer.
As new viruses are created almost on everyday, the anti-virus companies continually discover new viruses and update their definition files on a regular basis. Over time, the size of the data files become very large and takes excessive amount of time to download. Besides downloading the virus database time and again is a boring job. But it is necessary to update the virus database by every individual user in order to detect the latest viruses and guarantee that the computer is free from viruses.
Ideal Final result:
• It should be possible to detect viruses without their signatures.
• The signatures should be automatically updated in the users' computer.
Possible Solutions:
⇛ Automatic update from the website of the antivirus company (Principle-25: Self Service). ⇛ Downloading only the newly added signatures (i.e., incremental) instead of downloading the whole signature database (Principle-21: Skipping).
Many types of viruses cannot be detected by signature scanning
Polymorphic viruses and metamorphic viruses generate new instructions in the viral body with each infection. As they don't have static strings, they cannot be detected by simple searching of a signature.
Ideal Final result:
• There should be a simple method for detecting all kinds of viruses.
Possible Solutions:
⇛ The above drawback of signature scanning can be overcome by using generic methods of detecting virus, such as, Integrity checking and heuristic scanning (Principle-6: Universality). The heuristic technique does not require exact signatures of known viruses. It just examines a target program and analyzes its code to determine if the code appears virus-like.
⇛ Many anti-virus programs use emulator-based technology to detect polymorphic and metamorphic viruses.
Inventions on improving signature scanning
As we discussed above, signature scanning is the most commonly used method of virus detection. But there are many drawbacks of the conventional signature scanning which need to be addressed. The following are some of the inventions which have addressed some issues of signature scanning.
Method of treating whitespace during virus detection (Patent 6230288)
There are some viruses which affect text based files-such as macros, word processing files, ASCII text files etc. although many of these text files are unsuitable for performing malicious actions, some of them, such as batch files and script files (like .ini) contain instructions that are executed in conjunction with binary executable programs and are capable of doing significant damage.
When a text file is edited, its whitespaces (space, line feed, tabs etc.) are often reformatted in order to yield a particular textual appearance. If the file has been infected with a virus, then the whitespaces within the virus is also altered. As a result, when the infected file is searched for a virus signature the signature in the file will not be necessarily identified, and the user will unknowingly continue using the infected file. Although the whitespaces within the virus is changed, the virus may still be capable of performing its intended task. There is a need to solve this problem.
Patent 6230288 (invented by kuo et al., assignee Network Associates, May 2001) discloses a method of detecting text-based viruses in text files regardless of how the whitespace within the virus and the file is formatted.
When searching for virus signatures in text-based files, the method first transforms the whitespace characters in the text-based files such that each sequence of whitespace characters is replaced by a common whitespace character such as a space. Then the same transformation is also applied to the virus signature. By uniformly transforming all whitespace sequences within both the virus signature and a file to be searched, a virus in an infected file is much more likely to be located (Principle-33: Homogenous).
However, while searching for the signatures in executable files, the invention does not transform the executable files, as the executable files are not generally edited by users.
The invention eliminates all additional whitespaces (Principle-2: Taking out) and transforms both the text file and the virus signature in the same pattern (Principle-33: Homogenous) before the searching, so that the virus in the infected text file can be located.
Method and apparatus for computer virus detection, analysis, and removal in real time (Patent 6338141)
Conventionally the virus database is built by the anti-virus developer and the scanning is done by the end user. This method creates a time lag for the new virus definitions to reach the end user. There is a need to create virus definitions in real time while scanning the viruses.
Besides, the prior art scanners use single virus signatures to scan individual viruses, which provides low reliability and detects false positives. There is a need to use unique combination of signatures and patterns for high reliability in scanning.
Method and apparatus for computer virus detection, analysis, and removal in real time (Patent 6338141) Patent 6338141 (invented by Wells, assignee CyberSoft Inc, Jan 2002) proposes a relational anti virus engine (RAVEN) to produce a collection of relational data to perform four virus related operations, viz., system integrity checking, known virus detection, unknown variant detection, new virus analysis and detection.
The traditional approach uses single, specific signature types to detect viruses, i.e., one virus -one signature. In contrast, RAVEN uses a large relational set of applicable data (signatures and flags) to detect a virus. In other words, for any given virus, a combination of many signatures and flags is used for a precise and guaranteed identification of the virus (Principle-40: Composite). Using multiple signatures for each virus allows RAVEN to verify infections with a high degree of certainty and avoiding possibility of false identifications.
The invention includes a virus analysis and detection system. The developer need not see or modify the data, the RAVEN detection system analyses the new viruses, creates relational signature objects and automatically builds the virus database (Principle-25: Self Service).
The invention RAVEN has two distinct forms. First implementation is a virus analysis tool and second implementation is a virus detection tool. The output of the first implementation is a virus information database that is used as the input for the second implementation.
Method and apparatus for increasing virus detection speed using a database (Patent 6952776)
As the number and complexity of known viruses increases, and the number of files increases, the time required to check a typical system for virus also increases. Time required = number of viruses X number of file objects.
A typical scanning system scans the same files again and again repeatedly in every scanning session although the file has never been used by anybody. There is a need to avoid this repetitive scanning.
One solution to avoid repetitive scanning of the same objects is by maintaining a database of information about the status of scanned objects. The object is scanned only if the object is new or if the object is changed since its last scan. The object is skipped from scanning if the object is not changed since its last scan (US Patent 5473769-"Method and Apparatus for Increasing the Speed of the Detecting of Computer Viruses", By Paul D. Cozza).
The above technique is effective only if the file is to be scanned against the same list of viruses. But the number of viruses is increasing and the signature database has to be updated on a regular basis. Once the signature database is updated the last scan information must be initialized to get the benefit of the updated virus list, otherwise the files infected with newly added viruses cannot be detected. Thus, the above technique has no advantage if the list of viruses has been updated between scans.
With the updated virus definition database, if the scanner ignores the last scan status and rescans the object against the new database, then scanning takes long time and it does not get any benefit from the last scan status database. On the other hand if it skips the object without scanning, then it does not get the benefit of updated virus database and leaves the object possibly infected.
Method and apparatus for increasing virus detection speed using a database (Patent 6,952,776) 
Tree pattern system and method for multiple virus signature recognition (Patent 6980992)
The conventional virus scanning involves scanning for each individual virus signature one after the other. But this is a slow method of scanning. As the number of viruses is growing on every day, there is a need for an advanced searching algorithm to scan the virus signatures efficiently.
Possible solution: While tree-structure searching algorithms are common in conventional database searching, they have not been applied to scanning virus signatures.
Tree pattern system and method for multiple virus signature recognition (Patent 6,980,992) Initially a list of virus signatures is provided. Next the list of virus signatures is combined into a tree of virus signatures. Then the data is compared against the tree of virus signatures for detecting viruses.
According to the nature of the tree structure, a portion of each branch may correspond to similar portions of other virus signatures. By this design, the efficiency of the virus signature recognition is improved since similar portions of the virus signatures need not be compared with the data more than once (Principle-17: Another Dimension).
According to the invention the data is eligible to be declared clean upon the unsuccessful comparison of the data against the branches of the tree.
Summary
Signature scanning is no doubt the most popular method of virus detection. More than 80% viruses are detected by signature scanning. However, the method has many limitations, especially when the number of viruses and number of files to be scanned are increased. The most important issues relating to signature scanning are as below.
⇛ As there is a significant time lag between virus creation (by the virus programmer) and signature distribution (by the anti-virus company) the new viruses get enough time to spread and cause damage. There is a need to reduce the time required to create and distribute the signatures.
⇛ With the increasing number of viruses and increasing amount of data to be scanned the scanning operation requires long time and significant system resources. There is a need to improve the scanning mechanism to reduce the time and resource required for scanning.
⇛ With the creation of new viruses, the anti-virus companies are updating virus signatures on a regular basis. But it is difficult, time consuming and boring to for the end users to download the updated signature on a regular basis. There is a need for an automatic download needing less time.
⇛ Some types of viruses create different viral bodies every time they infect and hence are not detected by signature scanning. The method of signature scanning may be improved to detect more types of viruses.
⇛ A simple signature sometimes may not be enough to detect a virus with certainty and may lead to false positives or false negatives. The signatures can be composite (or otherwise improved) to detect viruses with certainty.
⇛ A typical anti-virus scans the same files again and again in every scanning session and wastes a lot of time and resources. There is a need to maintain an improved database of last scan status in order to avoid repetitive scanning.
Glossary:
# Virus Signature -is a unique sequence of bytes that may be found in a virus program code but unlikely to be found elsewhere.
# Virus database -the database containing information such as signatures, behaviors and removal methods of known viruses.
